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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, web services have become a new 

application over the open, complex internet. In that, web 

services security issues have become more and more 

important.  But, there is no effective access control method 

to assure the web service security.  This paper proposes a 

simple and effective formalization of concepts that have to 

be supported for enforcing the new access control model 

needed in open scenarios, towards the aim of providing a 

solution actually deployable with today’s technology.  

Finally our frame work addresses privacy and trust issues, 

and authorization policies protected resources whose 

access is subject to credential proof and trust level 

validation to enable access control interactions between 

web service clients and servers by using image processing 

techniques. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last few years, web services and the service-

oriented architecture (SOA) have become main themes in 

IT across many industries. Web  Services  (WS)  are  

considered  one  of  the  main technologies  which 

provides  an  application in integration  technology  that  

allows  business  applications  to  communicate  and  

cooperate  over  the  internet[6]. Web-based computing, 

service orientation, and cloud computing increasingly 

displace the client/server approach.   

 Web service security is an open standard that specifies 

how security related meta-data should be incorporated 

into SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) messages. 

Web service security does however, does not define 

security models, mechanisms or technologies but rather 

defines how existing approaches should be applied to 

SOAP messages to ensure interoperability among different 

implementations and languages. For that purpose, web 

service security defines several basic elements for the 

SOAP headers to hold security information [3]. 

To enable the seamless interoperation between web 

services, security policy intersection aims to provide a 

security policy that will satisfy both the service provider 

and consumer [2]. Nowadays many organizations share 

sensitive services through open network systems and this 

raises the need for an authorization framework because the 

servers generally do not have prior knowledge of the 

requesters. However, these attributes may themselves be 

considered sensitive and so may need protection from 

disclosure. To overcome this problem we can provide an 

extension to XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup 

Language-novel concepts) that enables clients and servers 

which establish it as the rising technological solution for 

controlling access in an interoperable and flexible way. 

Although supporting the most common policy 

representation mechanisms and having acquired a 

significant spread in the research community and the 

industry.  

2.    PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

To access the information from the open web services the 

following architecture is proposed.  
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The requester sends an access request to the PEP module, 

which has to enforce the access decision that will be taken 

by the PDP. The requester has to release all relevant 

information for policy evaluation. The PEP module sends 

the access request to the Context Handler that translates 

the original request into a canonical format, called 

XACML request context, and sends it to the PDP. 

The PDP identifies the applicable policies by means of the 

PAP module and retrieves the required attributes and, 

possibly, the resource by means of the Context Handler. 

The context handler also relies on the PIP module to 

access attribute values about the subject, resource, action, 

and environment. To this purpose, the PIP interacts with 

the Subject, Resource, and Environment modules. The 

Environment module provides a set of attributes that are 

relevant to take an access decision and are independent 

from a particular subject, resource, or action. 

The PDP evaluates the policies and returns the XACML 

response context, together with an optional set of 

obligations, to the Context Handler. The Context Handler 

translates the XACML response context to the native 

format of the PEP and returns it to the PEP. If some 

information is missing, the PDP cannot take a decision and 

returns an error (Indeterminate response). The PEP fulfills 

the obligations and, if permitted, it gives access to the 

requester. Otherwise, access is denied. Based upon this 

architecture the user can access the overview information 

about the particular open web service. To access the entire 

information from the web service we can propose a new 

image processing approach for security. 

3.    PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
Here, to view the entire information of the service the user 

should register with the web server by providing the finger 

print in order to know the user. During the access time 

after verifying the username and password the current user 

name is compared with the stored finger print data.   

Our image processing approach is mainly based on the 

minutiae-based representation of a fingerprint. In which 

the fingerprint is represented by two minutiae feature 

parameters: 1) x and y coordinate of the minutia point 2) 

i.e. the minutia orientation. Our approach gives the number 

of matched minutiae on the basis of these features by 

considering reference fingerprints and uses it to generate 

similarity scores[4]. According to forensic guidelines, 

when two fingerprints have a minimum of 12 matched 

minutiae they are considered to have come from the same 

fingerprint . So more matched minutiae yield higher 

similarity scores. When the number of minutiae on both 

fingerprints is less than 12 then the access denied 

information is displayed otherwise the entire information 

will be displayed to the user.   

4. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED 

METHODOLOGY  
The proposed methodology is capable of finding the 

correspondences between minutiae without resorting to 

exhaustive research and this methodology also provides 

more security than other security algorithms because every 

person’s finger prints are different from each other. In 

addition, since the minutiae based fingerprint 

representation is standard and widely used in the most 

existing fingerprint databases. 

5.    CONCLUSION 
The existing architecture still suffers from some limitations 

which affect its ability to support actual requirements of 

open web-based systems. The unauthorized user is also 

able to view the entire information. The previous open 

service authentication techniques are used by giving only 

the user name and password for identifying the user. To 

maintain the dialog management and to view the entire 

information and for the user access of server knowledge 

we have to go for some new authentication technique 

which is proposed. After finger print verification only, it 

displays the entire information. In future, we will 

implement the privacy and trust issues  to view the entire 

information of the service; the user should register with the 

web server by providing the finger print in order to know 

about the user. Hence we will use any one of the image 

processing algorithm to compare the fingerprints. 
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